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The BRGS Broadcast

Fun Filled Activities at BRGS from Pre-Primary Annual Day to Holi celebrations to empowering women and having workshops for Teachers for improving their teaching methodology.

WOMEN’S DAY CELEBRATIONS

08/03/2019

SST WORKSHOP

12/03/2019

Social Science workshop was conducted by Mr. Vikramjeet Singh
Oberoi. The main purpose of the workshop was to enhance the teaching skills
and make the subject more interesting,
also to cater to students with different
learning styles.
Importance of co-relating a topic
through different subjects, bringing
activities which involve research and
creating visuals of the learning were
some of the strategies suggested by the
resource person. The workshop was
attended by teachers of classes I to X.
What after Class X? Session by EM VIDYA with Parents.

16/03/2019

PRATIBIMB—PRE– PRIMARY ANNUAL SHOW

16/03/2019

CLASS X BOARD EXAM

SELF DEFENCE WORKSHOP FOR GIRLS

18-19/03/2019

PROPEL- ORIENTATION FOR PARENTS

23/03/2019

ORIENTATION OF PARENTS -EDU—REVOLUTION

23/03/2019

FORMATING OF QUESTION PAPERS

25/03/2019

RAPPORT BUILDING ACTIVITY FOR TEACHERS (CLASS 1st –5th) DATE: 25/03/2019

RAPPORT BUILDING ACTIVITIES FOR TEACHERS (CLASS 6th -10th)

PROPEL WORKSHOP

27/03/2019

28-29/03/2019

SKILLS & METHODS—TRAINING SESSION

28/03/2019

HT ANNUAL TEACHERS MEET

28/03/2019

PROPEL WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS

28/03/2019

ROBOTICS-

28/03/2019— 29/03/2019

Dear Students,
The prime duty of educational institution is to promote strong positive
character traits, foster creativity and innovative thinking among students. Hence whenever you are given an opportunity, grab it as it will
definitely add to your learning experience.
You should not to be afraid of failure but strive hard to achieve success through excellence. Hard work always pays well. Do not miss an
opportunity when you have to walk that extra mile as it will showcase
your Inner potential.
It is in your hands to keep the BRGS flag flying high and the only way you can do that is
through your hard work .
The greater heights of your success will make BRGS proud.
"Do what is right, not what is easy".
Meenakshi Singh
(Middle Block Coordinator)

Dear Parent
We are happy to announce Scholarship for class XI students in the coming session 20192020. We are offering 50% discount on tuition fee for students scoring 89.9 % to 94.9% &
100% discount for students scoring 95% & above. No admission fee or Annual Composite
Fee will be charged for school or external students who score above 89.9%.Kindly share
with friends and family.
Feel free to ask questions if any, either on mail or through a call. We look forward to your
visit to School to interact. Thanks for all the support you have been extending to us in our
journey and helping us reach our destination..

Regards
Principal Director
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